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Create a program of innovative activities that promotes libraries and

reading to people who are not regular readers and inspire them to

discover the joys of reading. We want to inspire new and diverse

audiences through digital and interactive experiences to use the

library.

A suitable engaging online event to attract new audiences from

the Kingston community, including young adults or fans of the

original book and film

Design effective branding for the campaign with a meaningful

logo and posters/adverts 

Create a proper project management document and set roles

Create a successful launch plan for the project

O B J E C T I V E

SCOPING DOCUMENT

DELIVERABLEs

BUDGET £800

CONTINGENCY £200



Positive feedback and response from all stakeholders

Feedback forms from the public

Media coverage from the local Kingston press: Kingston

University, Surrey Comet, Kingston Guardian, a national

newspaper

Engagement clicks and likes, shares on social platforms e.g.

Instagram, Twitter 

Surveys

Community hub/safe space for people in Kingston

Reaching the win conditions:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

SUCCESS CRITERIA

 

DESIGNED FOR

Kingston Library Service

RUN BY

Kingston University Students

DATES TO BE DELIVERED

Final ideas are to be presented by the 24th February 2021. After

presenting the final planned ideas, we are asked to deliver the

project by 31st March 2021. The project is going to be launched on

2nd April 2021



NICE TO HAVE

MUST HAVE

An event themed around "The Novels That Shaped Our World" list  

Digital creative experience

Engage local residents

Consider H&S guidelines, particularly any COVID restrictions 

Include branding - supporters' logos

Feedback reporting

Involving local talent

Writers to create the script for actors

Actors to perform the retelling of the book

Costumes and props

Video communication software (Zoom)  

Marketing plan to spread the word about the event - reaching out  

to local press and different social media platforms

Instagram profile for our event

Digital assets - posters, social media posts, teasers

Brand Identity for the event - icon, typeface

Quotes from us for a national newspaper piece



To deliver to the audience an immersive interaction via Zoom of their

favourite characters from different genres of books. Audiences get

to experience the book live using any devices anywhere.

 

Beyond Shelves brings a new and innovative experience to Kingston

Library Services, drawing on all that’s best in the traditional library

and adding the latest technology and interactivity to enhance users

enjoyment and satisfaction. Our aim is to allow students to access

the support they would have found at a traditional library in an

engaging and dynamic way both online and by downloadable audio.

The main purpose of our campaign is to encourage new individuals

who don’t usually go to the library to get involved in reading. This

online event gives the audience live experience of being part of the

story which will motivate them to develop reading habits.

Strategic case/Executive Summary

Vision 

ObjectiveS (SMART)

business case



 
Current situation 

 

 
timescale

Looking at the Facebook page of the Kingston library, there is not

much engagement within the community considering likes and

comments. This shows not many people are actively involved with

the library. There are also limitations due to covid which makes the

task more difficult. 

So moving forward with our concept, we are looking into building an

event that is going to help the library to bring in people together

virtually. 

Add a little Having reviewed the current lockdown situation and by

anticipating further developments, we aim to deliver this project by

March 31st 2021 but we will be as flexible as possible to respond to

any changes in advice.bit of body text

Specific: Delivering a program of activities that will get

people into the library and reading books.

Measurable: Increase in the number of audiences; likes,

share, comments and clicks via social media, rsvp tickets

to the event

Achievable: Budget of £1000, collaborations with the

Kingston University drama club

Realistic: Using the resources that we have we can

deliver a digital campaign to get the audiences engaged.

Timely: Deliver it by the 31st March.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

S.M.A.R.T.



Immersive Tales, as part of Beyond Shelves’ series of events, is an

immersive, story-telling event that will occur over zoom call that

people (30 max) could RSVP for. Volunteer/student actors will use

props to create a convincing world in the scene of the character they

will act as. We will also hire volunteer writers that will prepare a script

suitable for each character and will be suitable and reflective of each

character.

The way in which Immersive Tales would be interactive within V for

Vendetta's world is that it would be set in a futuristic, dystopian

Britain with a Totalitarian, oppressive government. The participants

need to figure out how to get together and form private/secret Zoom

groups without getting caught to solve clues and use their creativity

to bring down the government. Suitable for young adults/adults.

Art Direction 

Benefits 

Audiences in the local Kingston community will be able to find a new

way to learn and interact with each other. Despite covid restrictions,

the virtual library will create an exuberant and enlightening

experience giving opportunity for everyone to get together. We will

be implementing technology by creating a futuristic environment,

which engages audiences to approach a conventional library. The

audience will be able to explore different subject topics within the

curriculum and beyond online.



Deciding on which platform to use and alternative (Zoom, Skype,

Twitch, Discord, Teams)

Gathering a scriptwriters team

Recruiting actors

Recruiting a Narrator for the story

Buying costumes

Backup plans

Branding for the campaign

Decide on the launch date

Platforms to advertise

Finishing script

Casting actors

Grand Rehearsal

Launch marketing campaign

Follow up feedback form the launch
 

KEY MILESTONES

If this event becomes successful, this model could be applied to

future Immersive Tales events, for example within the Sherlock

Holmes world (Set in Victorian England) to be asked to solve a case

and participants would need to team up together to solve it. They

could be put into separate themed zoom groups that represent

different rooms in the game. Sherlock Holmes would be all age-

appropriate/ suitable for families. Participants are encouraged to

dress up according to the theme of the story/Victorian England.

The background could be changed via a Zoom background with a

suitable image that would reflect the scene/world of that specific

character.



Financial Targets

Expenses

Costumes & Props (see Appendix)

Amazon Voucher Reward

Talent Fees - Script Writers, Actors 

Studio KT1 (20%) 

Project Management Fee

Client Management Fee

Marketing Fee

Talent Management Fee

Design Fee

Advertising and Media Communications Fee

Cost £

 

£48.98

£25

£160

£200

£70

£70

£140

£70

£140

£70

 

 

Costs

 
£1000 grant

Due to the current lockdown situation, it has confined the

possibilities of this project to be focused mainly online. Therefore it

allows the costs to be flexible and of good value.



    Props                          Characters/Source                      Price

Costume:

mask, hat,

cloak, and

daggers

£7.39

£15.00

£15.92

FOR V

FOR eVey

Costumes and props sourced from

Amazon UK (prime)

Option 1: https://cutt.ly/hz0z3Xk

Option 2: https://cutt.ly/6z0zX8S

Option 3: https://cutt.ly/gz0bnsr

Striped

shirt 

Orange 

Dress

Option 1: https://cutt.ly/3z0xbmY

Option 2: https://cutt.ly/vz0cEOA

Option 3: https://cutt.ly/2z0cM7B

 

 Option 1: https://cutt.ly/nz0vNYo

Option 2: https://cutt.ly/yz0vErC

Option 3: https://cutt.ly/zz0vABm

 

Option 1: https://cutt.ly/lxRpno7

 

£9.99

£23.50

£31.26

 

£9.44

£17.99

£23.99

3 Masks £9.99

BUDGET

https://cutt.ly/lxRpno7


Black Suit

Blue tie 

Blue shirt

Option 1: https://cutt.ly/Pz9Lp3c

Option 2: https://cutt.ly/Gz9KP1C

Option 3: https://cutt.ly/Az9JAcR

 

Option 1: https://cutt.ly/8z98rrA

Option 2: https://cutt.ly/5z98oS0

Option 3:https://cutt.ly/kz98zn9

 

Option1: https://cutt.ly/Wz91F4L

Option 2: https://cutt.ly/Oz90z6h

Option 3: https://cutt.ly/1z919no

£17.99

£23.95

£24.99

 

£7.99

£8.64

£8.99

 

£10.26

£17.57

£21.99

FOR FINCH

Blue shirt
Option 1: https://cutt.ly/yz99PUG‘

Option 2:https://cutt.ly/Dz99fbo

Option 3:https://cutt.ly/8z990Bu

£11.95

£17.57

£18.00

FOR NARRATOR



stakeholder map and
 win conditions



 

stakeholder

 

 

win condition

win conditions

Development Officer, Project

Sponsor: Nathaniel Neuwirth

Lecturers: Ashley Temple and

Shannie Mears

Marketing Officer: Marion

Tessier 

Claire Selby

Jonathan Gander

Students

Increasing the communities

interest and engagement in

Kingston  Libraries.

Seeing their students improve in

their skills for this module.

Delivering a successful event,

which sells out and increases

interest in libraries and books.

Receiving great feedback from

the audience and client, raising

the profile of KSA in the

community. 

Raising the profile of KSA and

Creative and Cultural Industries

Department in the community.

Working as a team, and coming

up with creative ideas to make

the event unique and fresh.



 

stakeholder

 

 

win condition

win conditions

Target Audience

Project Sponsor: Arts Council

England

BBC Arts, Libraries Connected,

Kingston Council

KU  Creative Writing Department

KU Drama Club 

To sign up for the event and get

engaged with the updates

(Instagram page) and the event

itself.

To see a professional and

relevant outcome that achieves

their KPIs for their funders.

To see a creative outcome-based

of the “100 Greatest Novels”

theme which raises the profile of

Libraries Connected and

Kingston Councils measurable by

feedback

To write a script that is true to

the spirit of the original and

enjoyed by the audience

To put on a great performance

and get in the role even through

zoom.



COMMUNICATION AND
ENGAGEMENT MATRIX

communications plan



COMMUNICATIONs calendar

RACI TABLE



work breakdown
structure



Project Manager/Producer: Yoana Pavlova

Responsible for the event planning, ensuring

everything stays within allocated budget and

timelines. In charge of sourcing and organizing tasks

and talent within the team. Arranging meetings with

both team and stakeholders, keeping track of

everyone’s assignments and a daily log of work done,

communicating with everyone to guarantee all parts

of the project are running smoothly.

Client Manager: Ben LeGrys

Responsible for the day-to-day communication

between the client and the project group to maintain

an efficient working relationship.

project management
team structure



Copywriter: Gurlshan Nassir and Ben LeGrys

Responsible for all copy that would be featured on

the marketing posts, Eventbrite page, and social

posts. Generally aiming to increase brand

awareness and ultimately persuade the audience

to join the event we plan. 

 

Marketing/Media Plan: Anastasija Rakocevic

and Gurlshan Nassir

Responsible for identifying our audience and

finding suitable media strategies to reach our

target audience, aiming for them to engage in the

event and library community.

In house design: Nawang Tamang and Sam

Ismaeel

Responsible for creating branding visuals and how

the event can be brought to attention among the

new audiences. This also involves keeping the

design consistent and recognizable throughout all

the platforms. As for the event, making sure that

the props for the characters and the background

are suitable to the story. 



PR Strategy and Promotion: Priscilla Durojaiye

and Yoana Pavlova

Responsible for dealing with PR campaigns and

press inquiries. Emailing and speaking to various

social media accounts to help with the promotion

of the event. Creating stories advertising the

event to reach a wider audience.

 

Partnerships: Shimaa Almotowakel and Yoana

Pavlova

Responsible for recruiting talent - scriptwriters,

and actors, briefing them, arranging suitable times

for regular meetings, and organizing casting and

rehearsals. Ensuring rehearsing runs smoothly as

wells as distributing costumes and props to

actors. 



risk management

risk register







Situation: One of the scriptwriters couldn’t work as a team so we

had to remove her from the group to ensure deadlines were met.

Lesson Learned: Taking charge and making big decisions to ensure

the event’s best outcome.

Situation: Uncertainty how we’re going to pay for the costumes and

props.

Lesson Learned: We’ve learned that we need clarification on who

holds the budget and how we access it so we can work with the

client's internal systems.

Situation: Using fonts for commercial reasons.

Lesson Learned: Learned how to get legal use of fonts for a public

event and how it can be used depending on the purchase options.

Situation: The client creating a poster, promotional video and

Eventbrite cover himself.

Lesson Learned: We believe we could have asked the client to make

sure that the designs are suitable with the partnership logos. This

also includes asking for the right formats (in this case

landscape/portrait) to work with for the promotion posts and

Eventbrite cover. 

previous lessons
learned



Situation: Unsure of which date to start the Gantt Chart from, after

changes to tasks made by clients.

Lesson Learned: Deciding to start from the date of the changes but

make reference to the chain of events.

Situation: Not all members of the team use the same websites for

the organization.

Lesson Learned: Using a platform from the start, being open to

using different websites in the future.

Situation: Wrong KSA account was tagged on Twitter by Kingston

Library

Lesson Learned: Communicate with the person responsible for

getting assets out on social media to ensure there are no

misunderstandings.

Situation: The end of the event was awkward, the narrator didn't

improvise and no conversation began after the performance. Marion

ended the meeting because nothing was happening. 

Lesson Learned: Do more training during rehearsals for

improvisation so there is no awkward silence. 

Situation: Voice Modifier was faulty, it stopped working during the

performance.

Lesson Learned:  The fault was unpredictable, but we could have

had a guy for the role so we don't take a risk with voice modifiers at

all. 

Situation: Props were ordered only three days before the event,

which caused stress in the team. One of the items ended up not

being Prime, so the actor had to improvise with her own clothes.

Lesson Learned:  Discussing the budget situation sooner, ensuring

all the items are from Amazon Prime.

 

https://twitter.com/kinglibheritage/status/1371159442700574722


reflection
Beyond Shelves 2nd April 2021

Whilst we are still waiting for the official feedback from the event,

we are confident that the performance was well received. We have

anecdotal feedback from the actors that they have received plaudits

from their peers and that they are keen to use the finished video of

the performance in the portfolios. Furthermore, the scriptwriters

received positive responses for their work.

As a group, we are very pleased with the outcome overall. The

process has not been without challenges but we feel we have risen

to them and have demonstrated our ability to think creatively in

providing alternatives. There were a few minor technical issues

during the performance itself but the actors and crew dealt with

these well and we would be surprised to the audience noticed.

This project has given us both a new set of skills and the confidence

to be involved in similar projects in the future. We have worked well

as a team with each member aware of their role and responsibilities

but also being prepared to assist others where necessary to ensure

we hit all the key milestones on time. 

We hope we have created a project that achieved all it set out to and

that we have succeeded in raising the profile of Kingston Libraries'

reimagining of their role. We also hope that we have presented KSA in

a positive light within the community which will lead to such

opportunites being offered in the future. 

 



daily log

















appendix
 

amazon order confirmation

Robelli Vendetta Mask, Hooded Cape, Hat & Sais

Fancy Dress Set

£15.00

Flying Rabbit Women's Beach Dresses Sleeveless

W/ Beautiful Details Summer Dress

£22.99

GrassVillage Anonymous Halloween V for Vendetta

3 pc Mask Set - Gold, White and Black - PARTY,

WORLD BOOK WEEK / HALLOWEEN KIT

£9.99



 

amazon order purchasing card requisition form from Claire



 

Sample email to stakeholder

Hi Nat,

I hope you had a good weekend and that this e-mail finds you well.

We are looking forward to presenting our ideas to you on Wednesday but in the meantime, I just
wanted to let you know what we've been working on as a group over the last week.

We've been focusing closely on getting the practical details of the Zoom events finalized. We've
decided the best format would be a one-hour interactive Zoom call on a Friday or Saturday evening
highlighting a different genre of literature each week.

The maximum number of attendees will be 30 which we believe will be manageable. Should there
be any technical difficulties with Zoom, we will have a Teams/Discord link ready to go so there would
be no break in service (we are also investigating another backstop option just to be on the safe
side). We've been discussing backup options such as recording the event. 

To enhance the experience, we are creating custom Zoom backgrounds for the actors which can be
changed for dramatic effect. We believe this will be less intrusive and more appropriate than
dealing with props.

We are designing a feedback questionnaire that each attendee will be asked to complete to help us
gauge the level of success of each of the calls.

As you know our research into which titles from the 100 great novels list would be popular is
ongoing. An early favorite is "V for Vendetta", with Sherlock Holmes showing strongly too. We are
confident that the responses we receive when the survey goes live on the Kingston Libraries
Facebook page will guide us further with our choices. We also anticipate new potential audiences to
appear from this survey which will also feed into our decisions.

We have reached out to the Creative Writing department at Kingston University and are happy to
report we've found three students that want to partner with us in this project and help develop the
scripts.

Our search for actors is ongoing and beginning to bear fruit. So far we've been in touch with the
Drama Club at Kingston University and are waiting to hear from a couple of promising leads. We
have been given a contact name at Kingston Grammar School to see if their drama club would be
interested in taking part in the project. We have also been in contact with the Rose Theatre to
discuss the possibility of working with them - budgetary constraints will make this a challenge, but
we remain hopeful.

We hope that this is all okay but, of course, if you have any queries or comments, please do let us
know.

All the best,

Ben



Agenda 26 March 2.30 PM - Team
Meeting
1.    Attendance and apologies
Yoana, Shimaa, Ben, Nawang, Gurlshan, Anastasija, Priscilla – present
Sam – texted me beforehand, letting me know she won’t be able to attend

2.    Topics for today:
-       Final: paying for the costumes with a KU credit card, Claire and Ash are helping us out with
that.
-       Do we need to add any questions to the Survey by Nat:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1kKrNlUEuMg5rw_2LX-cPIBLBZa1ht7EX7fqY7r9Hdyc/viewform?
gxids=7628&edit_requested=true

What would you improve? Expectations
What other books would you like to see?
-       On 24th at the meeting with Marion she said there are around 20-ish bookings so far
-       Writing the front of house for Marion to introduce the event
-       Zoom Meeting Link for event 2nd April 7 PM, we need to join at 6.30 PM
https://zoom.us/j/92380803217
-       Zoom Meeting Link for Grand Rehearsal on 30th March 6 PM: https://zoom.us/j/97164010714
-       Gantt Chart – Monday morning 11 am
-       Daily Log – have we all updated it with our work hours?
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lWJvH6JzrcWqNgVbnhJSn88ex4iFTJOdt5GddZQcGaQ/edit#
-       Instagram Posts schedule
-       PID – must-haves, nice to have (in/out of scope); moving “what could go wrong” to risk register;
budget (financial targets); key milestones, adding to Previous Lessons Learned

3.    Next meetings
-       Team Meeting 29th March 2.30 PM (Monday) - Finishing what we have to submit in the final
document which we aim to export by then, so we can have time to work on our blogs (I personally
haven’t even started it oops)
-       Grand Rehearsal 30th March 6 PM (Tuesday) - This is important, it would be with Marion
-       Event 2nd April 6.30 PM (Friday) – Half an hour before the event to ensure everything is okay
-       Team Meeting 5th April (Monday) – Writing Reflection paragraph in PID? Submit.

 

Sample weekly team meeting agenda

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1kKrNlUEuMg5rw_2LX-cPIBLBZa1ht7EX7fqY7r9Hdyc/viewform?gxids=7628&edit_requested=true
https://zoom.us/j/92380803217
https://zoom.us/j/97164010714
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lWJvH6JzrcWqNgVbnhJSn88ex4iFTJOdt5GddZQcGaQ/edit


 

Weekly log


